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“The Bee Hive is an emblem of industry and recommends the practice of that virtue to all created beings, etc.” 

“A slip of the foot you 
may soon recover, but 
a slip of the tongue 
you may never get 
over!” 

Bro. Robert Yeager Receives His Grand Lodge 

50 Year Medal 
I had the great fortune of traveling down to Sarasota Florida for the February 26, 2010 

Medal presentation for our Rhode Island 50 year Masonic Veterans. This was a special 

one because a Lafayette Son was being honored. Brother Robert Yeager of our lodge 

received his 50 year medal in fine Masonic style! About 80 Rhode Islanders attended the 

noontime banquet at Sahib Shrine Temple. 

Our Grand Master Richard Ault presents 

the 50 yr. medal to Bro. Yeager 

Our Potentate, Ill. Frank DiMascio  

places his 50 yr lapel pin 

Bro. and Mrs. Norma Yeager,  and our 

Grand Master with his wife Linda 

Our Bro. Yeager has quite a sense of hu-

mor when he has a mike in his hand! 

http://www.ushistory.org/franklin/quotable/quote21.htm
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The Olde Tyler Talks 
Ill. Carl H. Claudy, P.G.M., 33°,  

 

 

 

 

ANCIENT LANDMARKS 

"I bought me a Masonic Manual today," announced the Very New Master Mason to the 
Old Past Master. "Into what strange paths I am about to venture I don't know, but I am 
going to try..." rather shyly..."to learn some of the work. 

"That is very commendable" agreed the Old Past Master. "You will find it a fascinating 
study." 

"But there are a lot of things in it I don't understand," went on the Very New Master Ma-
son. "For instance, in the charge to a Master Mason the Master says, 'the ancient landmarks 
of the order, committed to your care, you are carefully to preserve and never suffer them to 
be infringed' and so on. But nowhere can I find any explanation of just what the ancient 
landmarks are!""Well, that is a problem, isn't it?" smiled the Old Past Master. "If you will 
get Mackey's Jurisprudence you will find a list of twenty five, Roscoe Pound has a list of 
seven in his book of the same name, Brother Joseph Fort Newton considers five is the 
number and several Grand Lodges have lists up to fifty or sixty!" 

"Do you mean to say there are no universally known and understood list of ancient landmarks?" demanded the Very New Master 
Mason. 

"I do. There is no such list." 

"But... but... but then how can we 'carefully preserve them' and 'never suffer them to be infringed?'" 

"Well, it really isn't as difficult as it sounds!" smiled the Old Past Master. "There is none, or hardly any, disagreement among Ma-
sonic authorities on the fundamental Masonic law. The ancient usages and customs of the fraternity are the same the world over 
and generally recognized as such by all Grand Bodies. But a 'landmark' is something that cannot be changed, according to our un-
derstanding of it. Therefore, different authorities have thought differently about our ancient usages and customs, some saying that 
such and thus, while ancient and honorable, is not a landmark, and therefore can be changed, while others hold that the same cus-
tom is a landmark and cannot be changed. 

"The old manuscripts which give us so much light on our Masonic forbears; the Regius, the Harleian; the Antiquity, etc., have vari-
ous charges, rules, regulations and laws. These are all very old, yet many of them could hardly be considered a landmark; for in-
stance, one such old regulation forbids Masons to indulge in games of chance except at Christmas! That would hardly do for a 
Masonic landmark, would it? So just because a rule or custom is old does not make it, per se, a landmark. 

"On the other hand, much that is beautiful in our fraternity is new; that is, it is less than three and often less than two hundred 
years old. There was no Grand Lodge before 1717, and Masonry was not divided in three degrees at that time, I believe. Yet many 
authorities consider the division of the work into three degrees as a landmark. 

"So where doctors disagree, only the patient can decide!" 

"There are a certain body of laws, usages and customs which are universally recognized and regarded. From these, different au-
thorities select certain ones which in their judgment are landmarks. Other authorities say 'no, thus and such is a law, statute, rule, 
judgment, agreement or custom of the fraternity but isn't a landmark!' Brother Shepard has just brought out a book on the subject 
which gives the ideas of many authorities, writers and Grand Lodges. What strikes me on reading it, is not the difference in the 
lists of what are called landmarks, but the fact that all so well agree as to what is fundamental in Masonry! 

The issuing of diplomas was a change; for ancient brethren had only the 'Mason word' to prove themselves Master. We do not 
prepare a man to be made a Mason as was done two centuries ago, nor is our ritual the same, nor our obligation the same; anti-
quarians have even discovered where parts of our obligations came from, and it was not from a Masonic source that all of them 
were derived! 

"But let not your heart be troubled! Masonry herself says of herself that she is a progressive science. How can she progress and 
stand still? Brother A. S. McBride than whom no more spiritually minded or common-sense writer ever spread Masonry before the 
Craft for their better understanding, asks the literal-minded Mason who says nothing can be changed in Masonry, why not work in 
Hebrew, since Solomon and his workman used that tongue? And does Masonry suffer because the English of today is not the 
English of the 17th century?                                                                              Continued on top of pg 3…………………….. 
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The Olde Tyler talks Cont’d from pg 2… 

"I personally believe that the ancient landmarks which cannot suffer change are few in number; a belief in Deity, a belief in a future life, 
a book of Law on the altar, a secret mode of recognition, that only men, of good character, can be made Masons; these and one or two 
more seems to me to be real landmarks. Other landmarks so prescribed seem to me... and to many deeper Masonic students... to be 
common law, custom, usage, rather than landmarks. 

"But I only think these things. I do not try to convince any one I am right, for those who decide have authority and scholarship behind 
them. I follow where they lead. Bit Masonry teaches a man to think, and so I do her no injury if I do think. And if my Grand Lodge 
says forty-seven laws are landmarks, I keep them like Kipling's Mason 'to a hair.' That I choose to disagree with my Grand Lodge in my 
heart doesn't make me a law-breaker; only a minority. And there is no harm in being a minority as long as one conforms! 

"Therefore, read your manual, learn your ritual, consult your Grand Lodge records, and abide by the laws, resolutions and edicts you 
have sworn to uphold. And when you have done that, tolerant charitable Masonry says to you 'my brother, having done as you pledged 
you would, you may now think whatever you want is right!'" 

Masonic Humor 

It seems that another Mason, Master of his Lodge, went to Heaven and met with St. Peter. 
    He identified himself as a member of the Craft and St. Peter asked, "What Lodge?" 
    Proudly the Master replied, "Old Adage Lodge #1." 
    St. Peter immediately took him to the Masonic Clock Room. The Master, in puzzlement, looked 
around the room which was filled with clocks. Each clock had a Lodge′s name on a brass plate and, 
strangely enough, each clock was at a different time. 
    He asked why and St. Peter informed him that the hands only moved when someone  in that 
Lodge made a mistake in the Ritual. 
    The Master then asked where his Lodge′s clock was as he couldn't see it. 
    St. Peter replied, "Why, it′s in the kitchen, of course." 
    "The kitchen," said the Master? 

 A Mason was having trouble with his ritual, and was telling a fellow mason in a pub one day, and 
his friend said I know a bloke down the road who sells Parrots who know the ritual and prompt you 
when you have any trouble.  
     So the next day off he went to the shop, and the man said "yes I have three", he pulled a curtain 
across and there were 3 parrots, one with a master mason′s apron on, one with a masters apron, and 
one with a grand lodge apron on.  
     The man said "how much is the one with the masters apron on." 
     "$2000.00 and he knows all the ritual including the inner workings, and will always prompt you 
when you get stuck." 
     "No", he said "to expensive", "what about the one with the MM apron on." 
     "Well, that one is $1,000.00 and he knows all the ritual, but not the inner workings, but will al-
ways prompt you when you learning it." 
     "No to much, what about the one with the grand lodge apron on." 
     "You can have him for $10.00." 
     "Why so cheap, he must know all the ritual and the inner workings?" 
     "Oh yes, he knows all the ritual, but when you make a mistake all he does is sit there and go, tut! 
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Travels with Andy 

Visiting with Ken & Merri 

Ken & Merri’s Condo 

The Gulf View 

The Bay View 
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Terry “the Pirate” Parker 

Our DD and his wife & my wife 

Linda 

Our Grand Master with Ronald McDonald! 

Joe & Anne Brearley 

R.I. Masons in Florida! 

MW Herb McGuire, MC 

Two Masonic Yankees! 
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Remember those Masonic virtues, 
Brotherly Love, Relief and Truth 

WE are on the WEB 
Lafayettelodge47.wordpress.com 

“The spirit of resistance to government is so valuable on certain 

occasions  that I wish it to be always kept alive” 

Thomas Jefferson 

 


